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Paper is for UPCs, but 
conclusions apply for eA



Previously….
! LO (2-gluon) + partial NLO calculations
! Many complications & technical issues

" Setting renormalization scale µR=µF reduces uncertainties
# µF is factorization scale

" Skewed distributions (x1 ≠ x2)
" GPDs vs. PDFs
" Double-counting of low Q2 range (for partial NLO)
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Full NLO calculation
! Important to consider real and imaginary parts of amplitudes

" Contrary to expectations, real parts are important

! Quark contributions are also significant
! 3 PDF combos: EPPS16, and CT14NLO with both nCTEQ15 

and nNNPDF2.0 nuclear modifications
! Done for gp at HERA and gA in LHC ultra-peripheral collisions

" In UPCs, there is a bidirectional photon flux
# Rapidity maps to photon flux, with an exp(±y) scale ambiguity

" Photon flux calculations appear standard
# Woods-Saxon form factor, photon flux for b>2RA etc.
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Scale uncertainty

! Is huge for both proton and lead 
targets

! µ=2.37 GeV fits the data well
" What do we learn? What is the 

uncertainty?
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NLO vs. LO apples-to-apples

! Note y-axis scale
! sNLO ~55-70% 

below sLO

" Big change in 
magnitude; smaller 
change in shape

! Scale variation is a 
factor of 20 at LO; 
factor of 50 at NLO

! Hints that this is 
better for heavier 
mesons, like U
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Contributions from two directions

! Two peaks in ds/dy for each direction
" In paper, explained as competition between decrease in 

photon flux and increase in gA cross-section with increasing 
energy
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Real part of the cross-section
! In conventional paradigm, Pomeron represents absorptive part 

of the cross-section, so is almost purely imaginary
" Not so for the J/y because s rises sharply with energy

! These calculations confirm that it is not.
! Real part is largest near threshold (as expected)
! Implications for interference with gg->ll or other channels?
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Quarks and gluons
! LO and NLO gluon contributions have opposite sign, so 

significantly cancel
! Quarks matter

" s ~ g2(x) does not hold
" Except a large W (|y|~4)

! Complex energy/rapidity behavior because of interference ?
! Is this partly because we are using PDFs that underestimate 

the gluon contribution and overestimate the quarks?
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Different PDFs matter
! nNNPDF2.0 is very different

" Due to rapid growth in real part of LO gluon amplitude with 
decreasing x.

" Less cancellation between LO and NLO gluon component
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PDF uncertainties
! Even with scale problems, 

J/y might give marginally 
useful constraints

! If scale problem can be 
fixed, then these data can 
provide important  
constraints
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Conclusions
! The first full NLO calculation of J/y photoproduction has appeared, 

with some surprises

" There is a very large scale uncertainty

" sNLO is a factor of 2-3 below sLO

" There are cancellations (interference) between LO and NLO gluon 

components, so quark PDFs are important in the calculation

" NNPDF2.0 makes very different predictions for ds/dy than other PDFs

! Can we still use J/y data to probe gluon distributions in nuclei?

" How much does the scale factor uncertainty cancel out when comparing 

proton and lead targets?

# Can one fix the scale from low-energy data, and use that scale at higher 

energies?

" Can current fits use J/y data, with its mix of quarks and gluons?

! What about studies of transverse position dependence (GPDs)?

! What about the U?  The higher mass might lead to less scale 
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